Introduction
Consider thè boundary value problem given in [3] assuming that the differences tof the Poisson constants of media rs are equal to zero, and that the veotor functions F and g are independent of the unknown veotor function u. In this paper the notation is the same as in [3] .
From the results of [3] , in particular from Theorem 2 it follows that the solution of this problem is given in the form 
where ji = 2irE, fl = 27rEa, the constant a being defined in |_3J
and (p{y), W{y) ta the unique solution of the following system of functional equations
x €B 2 6 t Theorem 3 in [3] assures that the solution of the a"bove system is unique, since when 6 1 we can eliminate the vector function W(y) and get the system of integral equation of the form (27), [3] .
In this paper we shall present the solution of the problem in the form of uniformly convergent Fourier series which can be constructed effectively. For this purpose we shall apply the method given in [2] Let B^^" denote the domain bounded ty the curve l'^. Consequently we have (8) l'-tlj. bJ-ZB^".
JO)L
J (2 ) I Let jxj , (r=1,2,...), j xf, (r=1,2,...) denote a countable set of points lying everywhere dense on the carves l' and l" respectively. The system of functional equations (5) - (6) may be written ib the form
where x = x at and
1=1,2 and
Consider the following system of vector functions (e)/(1) (13) ^e ( Now we introduce the vector function v(x) = v(x) at xeB^,» where (2) ^ , (e) (1) (19) T(x) = ZJ la C G fx ,A,
Prom "the definition of G we get
(1) | (DO)
and from (16) we obtain
It is easily shown that from (20)-(23) it follows directly that (24) v(x) = 0 at x 6 B. 0) Thus v(x) =0 at x 6 B -B". Let us suppose that C / 0. c. oC 6 If a point x£B 2 is placed sufficiently close to the point (2) * " (e)(2) x" , then the term 2_i G (x ,y) can be made large e=1 ^ (2) while the others are bounded. Similarly v(x) =0 at x 6 B"
and if we suppose that C^G £ 0, then the term ZJC^G (x p ,y)
can be made large while the others are bounded. These facts contradict the identity (24). Hence, we obtain that C o|' e = = 0. Thus the system (y)} is linearly independent. Now, we shall prove that the system -f^0(y)) is complete p c j e j in the space 0^(1). Let 0(y) tie an arbitrary vector of the h space C^ (1) orthogonal to all the vectors of system (13) (25) / ("Wy) i(y))<Ji = 0 e =1, 2, j =1,2,... L Let us consider the vector ,U) (2 1 P (1 )(2) (2 k p XD{2) . B (26) w( x, x )= J K(x,x,y)i(y)dl. (27) w ( x r» x r) = J H x r' x r' y ) ¿fr)« 31 = 0 L and its derivatives are continuous on l' and l" »Hence,taking rOh r(2h into account the fact that the points j x r f » "( x rfsre located everywhere dense on the l' and l" we obtain that
" (28) W(x,x) = 0 for x 6 1 , x e 1 .
From the well-known property of Green's tensor G(x,y) and the theorems of uniqueness we have that (1)(2) (1) (2) " (29) W(x,x) = 0 for x e B1 -Bj, x e Bg.
in the whole domain B, and n (1)(2) (30) J K(x,x,y) tf(y)dl = 0 at x e B.
I
The above system of functional equations is homogeneous and i (y) = 0 at y e 1, which proves that the system (16) where i^, ¿2, i^, i-4 a re the unity axial vectors.
After summation, in virtue of (31) and (13), we obtain 
